
P O I N T S  O F  C A R E

Defining. Delivering. Outcomes.

Automated dispensing systems are the backbone of medication 
dispensing and supply management at the point of care. But as 
technology and hospital demands evolve, you need a solution that  
can adapt to change while continuously supporting security and  
staff satisfaction.

Keep Up with Latest Technology

 Gain More Control of Your  
XT Automated Dispensing Systems
Enhance security while increasing staff satisfaction 

X T E X T E N D  F R O M  O M N I C E L L

XTExtend from Omnicell is a 
comprehensive solution designed  
to give Pharmacy enhanced  
control of automated dispensing 
cabinets and anesthesia carts 
to ensure patient safety while 
supporting ease of use for Nursing 
and Anesthesiology clinicians. 

With XTExtend, you’ll gain:

• Access to the most current 
operating system capabilities to 
protect data and network security 

• Brighter screen and more 
responsive keyboard functionality 
to boost Nursing efficiency and 
satisfaction 

• Updated console designed to 
preserve uptime as cabinets age, 
while improving Nursing and 
Pharmacy user experience 

http://omnicell.com
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Fundamental Components of XTExtend
Latest Operating System

Microsoft will stop supporting its current operating system in October 2025. With 
XTExtend, you’ll have access to a new operating system that will be supported through 
the remainder of life for your automated dispensing cabinets and anesthesia carts

Trusted Platform Module Chip

The Trusted Platform Module (TPM) is a hardware security 
chip that provides a secure environment for c encryption, 
decryption, and digital signature generation. The upgraded 
TPM chip supports advanced security features, providing 
better protection against firmware and hardware attacks. 

Hardware Upgrades

Your XTExtend bundle also includes hardware upgrades 
designed to improve uptime and user experience for your 
clinicians, including:

• New console designed to preserve uptime as cabinets age

• New brighter, more-user friendly touchscreen

• New keyboard that is more responsive, allowing users to more easily  
navigate workflows

Give More Time Back to Your Nurses
Omnicell’s market-leading point of care automation solutions are designed to drive 
nursing and pharmacy efficiency. Nurses spend less time on manual tasks and more 
time with patients. Pharmacy gains better insight to inventory usage through data 
driven performance optimization.

Contact your Omnicell representative to discover how XTExtend deliver improved 
functionality and outcomes for point of care dispensing.
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